DAYS ALONG WITH MAURO



“Voll verdienst, doch
Dichterisch, wohne
Die Mensch auf dieser Erde.”
Holderlin


Sometimes Art chances to occur strangely. It brings us, or maybe it would be better to say treats us with the thing, that’s to say the artwork, whose ultimate fullness is to compete with our finitude as human beings standing in front of it. That fullness seems to declare the final, immutable, unquestionable state of the thing. But you can think of it also as a further way - far more devious enough, after all - in which human finitude shows itself : the way of all things stretched to their limits ; and that way often coincides with Beauty.
By the same strange chance, Art happens to bring us, or maybe it would be better to say calls us to an event that, due to Art’s aesthetical and ethical finitude, keeps open all possible talks about itself by moving along artwork’s material boundaries and exempting it from its mere being seen an objet. In a word, it’s that event that makes artwork leap out in the time of human existence.
Mauro stalked us on the paths of that sense of time. I don’t mean only those of us who personally accepted to follow step by step the making of his exhibit in San Giovanni Valdarno. I mean those people - thorough viewers as well as polemic or disrespectful bystanders - involved, liked it or not,  in the event occurring in front of their eyes every time they happened to walk by Mauro’s huge concrete tondi lined up in the main street. 
That event was also a space relationship shifting to a meaning relationship ; a place giving up to contain  (our bodies) in order to receive and take care of an event calling our human faculties to question and be questioned - our best intellectual energies, in short - exactly about what’s occurring into it.
Five tondi were discreetly and silently  set in a line that creates a different space where they dwell along with our thoughts about them and in the time of our questioning and having doubts about them as well.
Every time we get closer to them or view them in their perspective, they come out from their place to our days and compete with our existences  (that, as Heidegger put it, are given by an onthological link of build, think and dwell).
Those of us who answered the call of that event had fine and intense days, in which we felt to be into something vital, energetic, ravishing. During ever-interrupted and ever-restarted conversations,  Mauro  involved each of us in the exploration of a different sense of time and delivered his plain and passionate words on the Art as last geart utopia of Man. That got us more confident to, and at the same time more musing over what we were doing along with him.
American composer Harold Budd was with us. While talking with Mauro, he suddenly realized he had visited Mauro’s exhibit in San Diego some months before. They had not met that time. Now, at a distance of some time and thousand miles, by mere coincidence Art was putting them face to face stirring up their memories (and they, as ancient men used to do, exchanged gifts).
Do you need any other proof to say that Art is at the core of life ? That is committed to objets given to the eyes, but also - and more than anything - deals with time and space of their coming there, in the place they actually are in - which is also our place -  where Art merges with the actual horizons of our existences. Experiencing Art is just like receiving an invitation to share in our life what can be only with Art, indeed, what hasn’t any other way to be than Art. 
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